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Introduction. The system of Russian Universities

The problem of identifying the leading universities in a country is rather easy to solve, one may focus, for example, on highly cited papers (e.g. Tijssen, Visser & van Leeuwen, 2002; Pislyakov & Shukshina, 2014; Abramo & D’Angelo, 2015) or other indicators of excellence. Sometimes it is more challenging to find the universities of “the second wave” which deserve to receive additional governmental help and budget because then they may become the most prominent ones and, so to say, enter the “Eredivisie”, the highest football league. It is a more difficult task to find first among the seconds than to find the firsts among all.

Russian government tries to reform universities to more effectively invest public money into science-dependent technologies and innovations of the country (Schiermeier, 2010). “Economics of knowledge”—this is a goal of reforming and transforming of higher education in Russia (e. g. Dadasheva et al., 2016).

Today higher education institutions in Russia are classified as follows:

- Moscow State University and Saint Petersburg State University are the main National Russian Universities. In 2009 they were officially marked by status of the leading classical universities in Russia.
- From 2006 the “Federal Universities” were established. Now there are 10 such universities. They are deeply integrated with the regional governments and industries.
- There are 29 “National Research Universities”, the program has started in 2009. Their mission is to combine education with scientific research. The idea is that this connection can help Russian higher education institutions to become the leading organizations on the market.
- The famous “5–100” project which was started in 2013 by the government (Rodionov, Yaluner & Kushneva, 2015; Ivanov, Markusova & Mindeli, 2016; Block & Khvatova, 2017; Guskov, Kosyakov & Selivanova, in print) now includes 21 universities. The aim is not only
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entering by, at minimum, five universities into the tops-100 of world universities’ rankings (from there the name “5–100”), but also to evoke the “Triple Helix” (e.g. Leydesdorff, 2000) and to stimulate interaction between education, science and industry. Project “5–100” is not strictly linked to universities’ classification and includes, among others, five Federal Universities and twelve National Research Universities.

At last, in 2015 RF Ministry of Education and Science has started to form a new type of higher education institutions, “the Pillar Universities” (sometimes also called in English “Flagship Universities”, which is a reference to the US system of Flagship Universities (National Science Board, 2012, p. 26)). The aim of this project is to create strong educational and research centers specially oriented at the needs of regions. These institutions were not conceived as most prominent national leaders, but, indeed, as “pillars” of the whole higher education system which guarantee high-quality and reliable educational context all around Russia. They are not “leaders” but those who go right behind the leaders, the second wave.

The “pillar” status was granted in several stages. The main subject matter of the present paper are 11 pillar universities, those of the first stage which have received this status in the end of 2015. It is more reasonable to study only them because the first preliminary results of their progress already may be observed by bibliometric indicators. Moreover, from this analysis some cautious recommendations for the next stages of the project may be derived by experts in science policy. Now there are already 33 pillar universities in Russia and it is planned to increase their number to 100 by 2022.

Figure 1. Russian pillar universities of the first stage: geography.

Pillar universities are regional centers of education, so further in the text we will denote the first stage participants by a city where they are situated:
• Volgograd = Volgograd State Technical University
• Samara = Samara State Technical University
• Tyumen = Tyumen Industrial University
• Voronezh = Voronezh State Technical University
• Vyatka = Vyatka State University
• Rostov = Don State Technical University (Rostov-on-Don)
• Omsk = Omsk State Technical University
• Krasnoyarsk = Siberian State Aerospace University (Krasnoyarsk)
• Ufa = Ufa State Petroleum Technological University
• Orel = Orel State University
• Kostroma = Kostroma State University

Geographical distribution of the pillar universities is visualized in Figure 1.

It should be noted that in the process of organizing a pillar university 1–2 smaller or satellite or less independent universities of the region were incorporated into the main institution. Their budgets were also merged.

On average, the additional amount of public money each pillar university receives is from 100 to 150 mln rubles a year ($1.6–2.5 mln). As an estimate, it is about 4.5–6.7% of the average budget of these universities, though this value may greatly differ across institutions. The largest share of this extra budget was allocated to R&D (33%), accompanied with introduction of a new “effective contract system” with an evaluation framework for faculty and researchers. Additional funding is not very big, so the expert and information support from government as well as status of being ‘pillar’ itself play important roles.

Until now the start of the pillar universities project was analyzed either from reports of the institutions themselves, or from monitorings of the Ministry of Education and Science, or from local ‘Interfax National university ranking’ (Arzhanova et al., 2017; Surovitskaya, 2017). The aim of this paper is to study the pillars’ performance using the internationally recognized bibliometric databases of Clarivate Analytics company (ex-Thomson Reuters IP).

**Data and Methods**
Web of Science (WoS) platform with its Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) databases were used as a source of bibliometric data. We omitted conference proceedings and book citation indexes because they contain different types of documents. Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI) also was not included as humanities literature may not be assessed well by bibliometric indicators. Also, there are no impact factors (IF) for AHCI journals, while we will need IF data in our study.

We calculate indicators for two years, 2013 and 2017. It makes possible to track progress of the pillar universities in their process of becoming “pillar”. Five years are enough to observe the evolution of the universities receiving their new status. Only “Article” and “Review” document types were considered, all other documents not taken into account.

As was explained in Introduction, the inauguration of the new type of universities in Russia, the “pillar universities”, was accompanied by merging of several minor higher education institutions. That is, in 2017 one pillar university was a result of integration of universities
being separate in 2013. To make bibliometric indicators comparable, we sum up all 2013 components of the future pillar university which is established later, in 2015.

**Results and Discussion**

*Output*

Figure 2 shows the progress of publication output of the organizations which have become pillar universities in the end of 2015. Remind that for the earlier period the data for all components of the future pillar universities are merged, so it is not an extensive growth simply caused by consolidating of the organizations. Generally, on the whole time interval the observed growth is close to linear. This means that not only after becoming “pillar” the universities have started their progress, but those institutions which were chosen for the first stage were already “ripe” and demonstrated success.

![Figure 2. Papers by all 11 pillar universities (together), 2013–2017.](image)

The total number of Russian WoS publications also grew during this period. But the progress of pillar universities even outperforms that of Russia. In 2013 the papers of these 11 universities had a 1.15% share in the total Russian output, while in 2017 this share has become 1.50%. Still, by now it is far less than, for example, the share of 21 universities from ‘5–100’ project (33.6% in 2017).

The individual performance of each of the pillars is shown in Figure 3. Not one of the 11 has demonstrated a decline in publications in the prominent international journals. The leader has changed, instead of Volgograd in 2013, five years later the maximum number of WoS papers were published by pillar from Samara. What is probably even more important is that “weak” institutions of 2013, with no more than 10 publications in WoS, have the strongest progress: Kostroma (6→23) and Tyumen (10→39); both leave their last places taken in 2013 ranking.

Of course, to comprehensively compare the data we should make normalization by the number of faculty and staff in each of these universities. But these data are not easily available in Russian context and we leave this task for the development of our study. But in terms of relative growth, if we consider only universities with more than 10 papers in 2013 (to exclude outliers), the most striking progress shows Rostov (273%), Omsk (235%) and Vyatka
(143%), which is equivalent to 39.0%, 35.3% and 24.8% of yearly growth respectively. The most moderate increase of output is found in Volgograd—only 4 extra paper (5.8%).

Predictably, the ‘grand’ universities play a leading role, producing the largest number of papers in their regions. But in some cases (Rostov) the progress in output is more pronounced for a smaller pillar university.
Impact
In 2018 it is senseless to count citations received by papers published in 2017. Still, we may use as a proxy of a paper’s quality the visibility of a journal where it was published. The latter may be estimated by IF from Journal Citation Reports database. Grančay et al. (2017) cite as critics of this approach (Seglen, 1997; Callaway, 2016), so the arguments in favor of it (Yuret, 2016). The authors of Grančay et al. paper conclude that “publishing in a journal with high IF is a certain mark of excellence.” To assess multidisciplinary output of universities correctly, we divide journals into four quartiles in each WoS subject category. If a journal is assigned to different quartiles in different categories, the highest quartile is used.

Distribution of pillar universities’ publications across journal quartiles is shown in Figure 4. To ensure consistency, the same year of Journal Citation Reports is used (2017). The progress made in five years is undoubted. The share of papers published in the lowest quartile has decreased. What is wonderful, is that the share of publications in the top-25% journals has grown by 2.4 times, from 5.3% to 12.5%! Only 7 out of 11 institutions succeeded to publish their papers in the highest quality journals in 2013. In 2017, each university has at least two papers in Q1. Vice versa, while in 2013 one university (Kostroma) published all its papers in Q4, in 2017 the maximum share of pillar’s publications in the lowest quartile is 77% (Ufa).

Figure 4. Papers of 11 pillar universities, by Journal Citation Reports IF quartiles, %.
Though the advancements are striking, there is still a long way to go. According to InCites database, for the whole Russia the share of papers published in Q1 journals is 26% (year 2017). For Moscow State University, the biggest Russian higher education institution, this value equals 35%; for the biggest social sciences university, Higher School of Economics, 32%. Kostroma now has become a champion among pillars and it has 22% of its papers in the top journals (2017).

Collaboration
As is shown in Table 2, the intra-national (“domestic”) collaboration of pillar universities has strengthened during five years 2013–2017. Almost all pillars started to write a greater percentage of papers in coauthorship with other Russian organizations. The choice of partners is most often based on geography, the most active partnership tends to occur between institutions of the same city. Still, there are some exceptions such as pairs Samara-Moscow, Vyatka-Kazan or Kostroma-Ivanovo (the latter are less than 100 km from each other). The leading partners of pillar universities are either other universities or institutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences, almost in an equal proportion.

Table 2. Domestic collaboration of pillar universities, share in the total output and most prolific organizations-coauthors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pillar university</th>
<th>2013 (%)</th>
<th>2017 (%)</th>
<th>main partner in 2017 (if more than 5 coauthored papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samara</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Peoples Friendship University of Russia (Moscow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krasnoyarsk</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Kirensky Institute of Physics (Krasnoyarsk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volgograd</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ufa</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Institute of Petrochemistry and Catalysis (Ufa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omsk</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Institute of Hydrocarbons Processing (Omsk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Southern Federal University (Rostov)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voronezh</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Voronezh State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyumen</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Tyumen State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyatka</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Kazan Federal University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostroma</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Institute of Solution Chemistry (Ivanovo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orel</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All together</strong></td>
<td><strong>48</strong></td>
<td><strong>62</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is striking, it is that inter-pillar collaboration is almost zero. There were no papers coauthored by two pillar universities in 2013, and only two such papers in 2017 (both in the field of chemistry, Samara-Omsk and Samara-Ufa). This kind of collaboration is still waiting to be developed.

Table 3 contains share of papers created with foreign coauthors. Again, the majority of pillar universities have boosted their international collaboration (Volgograd and Voronezh are exceptions). While in 2013 pillars of Ufa, Vyatka and Kostroma had not a single paper in international partnership, five years later all 11 universities have an experience of research together with foreign colleagues. Interestingly, Rostov is the unique pillar which has more papers in international than in domestic collaboration in 2017. In five years it also reduced the share of its national co-authorship and rose the international one. One may say that Rostov pillar has refocused its collaboration efforts from domestic to international collaborations.
The percentage of internationally coauthored papers among pillar institutions taken as a whole has increased from 14% to 23%. It is still lower than all-Russian value of 39% for 2017. The leading partners of pillar universities among countries are the same as for the whole Russia—USA and Germany.

Though Surovitskaya (2017), based on the monitoring of the Ministry of Education and Science, states that international activity tends to lessen in 6 out of 11 pillar universities, our analysis clearly shows that bibliometric indicators of partnership with foreign colleagues grow for 9 institutions of the “first stage” pillar universities. The crucial role of such international collaboration for Russian institutions is shown by Pislyakov and Shukshina (2014) who study the most highly cited papers.

Table 3. International collaboration of pillar universities, share in the total output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pillar university</th>
<th>2013 (%)</th>
<th>2017 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samara</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krasnoyarsk</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volgograd</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ufa</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omsk</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voronezh</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyumen</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyatka</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostroma</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orel</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All together</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

Russian government has started to directly support not only “the best” higher education institutions, but also “the best among the seconds”, as we call it in this paper “the second wave” universities. Too little time has passed to make comprehensive conclusions, but the first results are encouraging.

For the 11 pillar universities of the first stage of the project the publication output has increased more than 1.6 times compared to 2013, these papers being published in more visible journals (2.4 times growth in the number of publications in Q1 titles). These institutions become more and more involved into scientific networks as at domestic so at international level. International collaboration strengthens, now nearly each fourth paper by pillar university is written with foreign coauthor(s).

What is even more important, no ‘total sleepyheads’ remained. In 2017 each of the 11 first stage universities has published at least two papers in Q1 journal and at least two papers in international collaboration.

Some cautious policy recommendations also may be made. For example, it is needed to motivate collaboration between pillars themselves (and, consequently, between regions), an
activity not developed so far. As a suggestion, some regular joint conferences (scientific, not purely administrative meetings) for all pillar universities could reinforce their cooperation.

Further development of the “second wave” governmental project may further evoke competition of pillars with the ‘grands’ of Russian university system. This will benefit both sides, as ‘pillars’, so ‘grands’. And hopefully some of the most successful pillar universities could enter in the future the highest league of Russian education and those who are second will be first (cf. Mt. 19:30).
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